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Free Loom-Woven Pattern from Lion Brand Yarn
Lion Brand® Kitchen Cotton - Unique - Landscapes® - Hometown

USA®

Loom Woven Heat Wave Wall Hanging
Pattern Number: L50148

SKILL LEVEL:  Beginner (Level 1)

SIZE: One Size

About 13 x 16 in. (33 x 40.5 cm), not including fringe

CORRECTIONS: None as of Jun 11, 2015. To check for later updates, click here.

MATERIALS
• 831-157 Lion Brand Kitchen

Cotton Yarn: Citrus
   1  Ball (A)

• 755-210 Lion Brand Unique
Yarn: Circus
   1  Ball (B)

• 545-194 Lion Brand
Landscapes: Chartreuse
   1  Ball (C)

• 135-208 Lion Brand
Hometown USA Yarn:
Phoenix Azalea
   1  Ball (D)

• Martha Stewart Crafts™
Knit & Weave Loom Kit   

• Additional Materials
18 in. (45.5 cm) length of
wood dowel, about 1/2 in.
(1.25 cm) in diameter
Craft glue

*Kitchen Cotton (Article #831). 100%
Cotton; package size: 2.00oz/57.00 gr.
(99yds/90m) pull skeins

*Unique (Article #755). 100% Acrylic;
package size: 3.50oz/100.00 gr.
(109yds/100m) pull skeins

*Landscapes (Article #545). 100%
acrylic; package size: 3.50oz/100.00
gr. (147yds/134m) pull skeins

*Hometown USA (Article #135).
Solids, Multis, Neons and Team:
100% Acrylic
Tweeds: 94% Acrylic, 6% Rayon;
package size: Solids: 5 oz. (142 g), 81
yd. (74 m)
Multis, Tweeds, Neons, and Team:
4 oz. (113 g), 64 yd. (59 m)

 

GAUGE:

Exact gauge is not essential to this project.



STITCH EXPLANATION:

TECHNIQUE EXPLANATION
Surface Slip Stitch
Work Surface Slip Stitch with the crochet hook included with loom.
1. Make a slip knot, but do not place it on hook.
2. Insert hook from right side to wrong side through woven fabric.
3. Place the slip knot on hook and draw loop to right side (keep beginning tail and working
yarn on wrong side).
4. *Insert hook from right side to wrong side through fabric a short distance from last
insertion location, yarn over, draw loop through fabric and through loop on hook (surface slip
stitch made); repeat from * inserting hook, as desired, to create surface pattern.
5. To end a section of surface slip stitches. Remove hook from loop and take hook to wrong
side. Insert hook from wrong side to right side, place loop on hook, draw loop through to
wrong side. Cut yarn. Draw tail through final loop and pull tight.

NOTES:

The Wall Hanging is meant to inspire your creativity – you needn’t follow the pattern exactly.
Make as many embellishments (fringes, tassels) as you like in the yarns and colors of your
choice.

Loom Configuration
Use the following pieces: (2) 36-hole pieces, (4) 12-hole pieces, (4) 6-hole pieces, (4) corner
pieces.
Connect pieces to form a rectangle as follows: 36-hole piece > 6-hole piece > corner piece > 12-hole piece
> 12-hole piece > 6-hole piece > corner piece > 6-hole piece > 36-hole piece > corner piece > 6-hole
piece > 12-hole piece > 12-hole piece > corner piece.

Insert a small blue peg in every hole around each side of loom leaving 1 hole open in each corner.
47 small blue pegs along each long side of loom, 35 small blue pegs along each short side of loom – 164
small working pegs placed.

With loom in front of you, and short sides across top and bottom, insert 1 small grey peg in the upper right
hand corner hole for the slip knot.

WALL HANGING
Follow loom manual instructions for general instructions for WEAVING.

Warp
Following loom manual instructions and with 1 strand of A, wrap the 35 warp pegs.

Weft
The weft color pattern is made by changing yarn colors.

NOTES
1. To change yarn color, cut the old color leaving a long yarn tail. Begin weaving with the new color,
leaving a long yarn tail. These tails will be woven in later.
2. The weft is woven going over and under every warp strand - rather than every 2 strands as the loom
manual instructs.
3. Before beginning, wind A, B and C into 2 separate balls each.

Weave the weft, changing color as follows:



With 2 strands of B, weave 6 rows.
With 2 strands of C, weave 4 rows.
With 1 strand of D, weave 5 rows.
With 2 strands of A, weave 3 rows.
With 2 strands of B, weave 6 rows.
With 1 strand of D, weave 3 rows.
With 2 strands of C, weave 4 rows.
With 2 strands of B, weave 3 rows.
With 1 strand of D, weave 4 rows.
With 2 strands of A, weave 3 rows.
With 2 strands of B, weave 6 rows.

FINISHING
Note: Surface Slip stitch is added after weaving is complete, but before removing the Hanging from the
loom.
Surface Slip stitch
Follow instructions for Surface Slip stitch, using 1 strand of D or 2 strands of any of the other yarns. We
worked Surface Slip stitch over sections of the Hanging that we thought needed extra color or dimension.
Remove Weaving From Loom
Beginning at the bottom left hand corner of loom, with 1 strand of A, place a slip knot on crochet hook,
*insert hook under warp loop on peg, wrap yarn over hook and pull through warp loop and loop on hook,
leaving warp loop in place on peg. Repeat from * all the way around the loom.
Cut A, leaving a long yarn tail. Carefully lift all the loops up and off the pegs.
Tassels
Cut 4-16 in. (10-40.5 cm) lengths of yarn as desired. For each tassel, hold 3, 4 or 6 lengths together. Fold
lengths in half and with crochet hook, pull loop through woven piece. Pull yarn ends through loop and
tighten, then trim yarn ends. Make as many tassels as you like in colors as desired.
Fringes
For each fringe, cut 4 strands of yarn, each about 20 in. (51 cm) long.
Hold strands together, then fold in half. With crochet hook included with loom, draw fold through lower
edge of Hanging, forming a loop. Pull ends of fringe through this loop and pull to tighten.
Trim fringe ends as desired.
Assembly
Wrap dowel
Glue one end of yarn to one end of dowel. Wrap dowel with yarn, then glue remaining end of yarn to
dowel.
Attach Hanging to dowel
Thread needle included with loom with yarn in color as desired. Knot end of yarn to top right corner of
Hanging. Wrap yarn over dowel, then draw through top edge of Hanging. Working from right to left,
continue to wrap yarn over dowel, then draw through top edge of Hanging, until Hanging is fully attached
to dowel.
Knot yarn, trim ends.
Using needle provided with loom, weave yarn ends into the wrong side of the Hanging.
Hanger
Cut a 30 in. (76 cm) strand of yarn. Tie ends of strand to ends of dowel.

 

 

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot
be responsible for variance of individual knitters and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.



We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e-mail
support is available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!

For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time!

When in New York City, visit the Lion Brand Yarn Studio where we have the largest selection of
our yarns anywhere and over 100 classes and events monthly.

34 West 15th Street, NY, NY 10011

Copyright ©1998-2015 Lion Brand Yarn Company, all rights reserved. No pattern or other material may be
reproduced -- mechanically, electronically, or by any other means, including photocopying -- without

written permission of Lion Brand Yarn Company.


